
Frosty Morning, Trow Mill (1936) by Anne Redpath
Oil on plywood (81∙3 x 91∙4 cm)

1. Comment on this painting, referring 
to:

• composition
• colour
• technique.

What is your opinion on the mood and 
atmosphere of the picture? Give two 
reasons. 

10

Unseen question



Technique
• the application of paint
• visible brushstrokes
• textural brushwork
• impasto effects
• any other justified comments
regarding technique

Colour 
• the muted colour palette
• the soft colours
• the harmonious colours
• balance of warm and cold colours
• tints
• secondary and tertiary colours
• any other justified

Composition 
• perspective
• s-curve
• how the eye is led into the picture
• focal point
• overlapping shapes
• arrangement of trees and houses
• background and foreground
• shape
• sense of distance
• any other justified comments
regarding composition

Personal opinion on mood and atmosphere
• the emptiness of the scene
• peacefulness
• tranquillity
• capturing of the light and weather
• effectiveness of showing the cold and
frost
• any other justified opinion on the
mood and atmosphere of the painting

Frosty Morning, Trow Mill (1936) by Anne Redpath
Oil on plywood (81∙3 x 91∙4 cm)

1. Marking instructions



The hunters in the snow (1565) by Pieter 
Bruegel the Elder

Oil on board (117 x 162)

2. Comment on this painting, referring to:

• Composition
• Colour
• Tone

What is your opinion on the mood and 
atmosphere of the picture? Give two 
reasons. 

10

Unseen question



The hunters in the snow (1565) by Pieter Bruegel
the Elder

Oil on board (117 x 162)

Composition
left side of the image depicts close-up and the

right side of the image depicts further away
trees, buildings and figures receding
furthest away mountains are paler in tone
depth, perspective
eye is led around the picture
arrangement of figures
focal point
any other well justified comments regarding

composition

Colour 
limited colours
colours convey the cold of Winter
warm and cold colours
warm accents of reds/yellows
neutral, tertiary colours
effect of colour
any other well justified comments regarding

colour

Tone 
bold tones in foreground combined with midtones

and lighter background creates sense of
distance

dark silhouettes
contrast between dark objects and the white

snow
comments on the wide tonal range
how tone contributed to the style of the work
simple tones clarify the subject matter
flat application of tone
any other well justified comments regarding

tone

Personal opinion on how well the artist has communicated the 
atmosphere of the place

winter atmosphere
variety of activity
the amount of detail shown
the sense of space
stillness and silence communicated
sense of history/times past
narrative interpretation
any other justified reasons – either positive or

negative

2. Marking instructions


